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Hospital reorganisation and work redesign is being widely implemented. According to anecdotal and media accounts, a target of restructuring efforts is often the workforce, of which nursing personnel (registered nurses, licensed practical nurses, and nurse aides) represent 37% of United States hospital employees. Hospital restructuring initiatives are altering nursing work force patterns by changing organisational and structural variables such as the number, types, and mix of nursing personnel available to provide care to patients. As a result, individual nurses and professional organisations have expressed concern over the potential impact of these activities on patient care and nurse stress and burnout, and there is at least one recent study documenting a decline in nurses' job satisfaction and higher nurse turnover associated with hospital restructuring. Reports in the media echo nurses' concerns and describe elimination of registered nurses' positions, lay offs, substitution with unlicensed assistive personnel, adverse patient incidents, and deteriorating working conditions for hospital nurses. These claims were supported in the United States by a national survey of registered nurses which reported widespread reductions in hospital nurse staffing, leading to unsafe staffing levels, eroding quality of patient care, and threatening patient safety.

Nurses' perceive a deterioration in care that has resulted from hospital reorganisation, but empirical evidence is lacking. The widespread organisational restructuring and re-engineering initiatives sweeping the hospital industry represent a target of opportunity for studying the impact of variation in staffing and organisation on patient outcomes, and for implementing the findings of such studies to improve patient outcomes. In this essay, we identify research that has been done by various investigators on hospital organisation and patient outcomes, describe some of our own recent research on that relation, and comment on where, in our estimation, additional research is needed.

Nurse staffing and patient outcomes

For the most part, the research initiatives on the organisation of hospital nursing and on variation in hospital outcomes have developed independently of one another. The research on the organisation of nursing has been primarily concerned with nurse outcomes such as job satisfaction and turnover, rather than patient outcomes. The study on hospital outcomes has concentrated on methodological issues—such as measurement of severity of illness, and large multivariate models examining the effects of structural hospital characteristics (ownership, teaching status, size, technology) on inpatient mortality. Most often when nurse staffing variables are included in models examining the association between organisational characteristics and patient outcomes, nurse skill mix and staffing ratios are reported as being significant predictors of mortality. Nurse staffing variables have also been associated with adverse incidents and complications which have been linked with eventual inpatient mortality. For example, Flood and Diers reported that patients cared for on "short staffed" units experienced more complications than comparable patients cared for on "adequately staffed" units. Although many publications exists on research into nurse staffing and patient outcomes, few studies have explored the operant mechanism through which organisational variables—such as nurse staffing—influence patient outcomes. There are a few notable examples in the work of Knaus et al in which communication between nurses and doctors explains differential mortality in intensive care units, and later work by the same group shows that greater diagnostic diversity in patient aggregation is associated with higher mortality. The findings on the relation between nursing and patient outcomes in hospitals suggests that outcomes are better when nurses are able to render professional judgments about patients' needs and to act on the basis of those professional judgments. Organisational arrangements in hospitals often inhibit rather than enhance this process. Other studies have gone further than nurse staffing to show a positive relation between decentralised decision making and better patient outcomes, and to show that improved client outcomes in outpatient settings are associated with greater nurse satisfaction. And there is a growing body of research that suggest that higher volume of care is associated with lower mortality but there is a debate on whether this is explained by the experience gained by the medical care team in high volume hospitals or whether high volume hospitals have lower mortality because of selective referral patterns.

Our interpretation of this rather disparate body of research is that underlying the relation between the organisation of nursing and patient outcomes is nurses' status within the organisation. The greater the nurses' status, the more likely that staffing levels and skill mix will be adequate to permit nurses to assess patients' needs. Likewise, the greater the status nurses have, the more likely that they will be to able to act on behalf of patients within the full scope of their education and expertise.
Measures of hospital organisation

Realising that organisational context is a powerful enabling or disabling force affecting the implementation of effective clinical interventions, we built on a decade of research and detailed organisational information by adding patient outcomes from secondary data sources to study whether hospitals known to be good places to practice nursing—magnet hospitals—show lower Medicare mortality than hospitals that are otherwise similar for various non-nursing organisational characteristics. Magnet hospitals, known for attracting nurses, are hospitals where nurses report high levels of autonomy, control over practice, and collaboration with physicians, characteristics which we have termed “organisational support”. These hospitals are also distinguished by their rich nursing skill mix. We have also extensively studied mortality and other patient outcomes, and various nurse outcomes as well, in a national study comparing dedicated AIDS units and scattered bed units in 20 hospitals, three of which were magnet hospitals.

Our study of lower mortality in magnet hospitals is one of the few published examples of empirical research linking nursing to lower mortality and documenting the operant mechanisms by which nursing affects mortality. In this study, we first identified 12 non-nursing hospital characteristics found in past research to be correlated with differential hospital mortality. These included factors such as type of ownership, teaching status, hospital size, occupancy, financial status, proportion of board certified physicians, technological sophistication, emergency room visit rate, and urban versus rural location. We were able to match each of the 39 magnet hospitals with the five hospitals from the American Health Association annual survey that most closely resembled each of them on these characteristics yielding a study sample of 234 hospitals. Mortality in the magnet hospitals was significantly lower than in the matched controls. To determine the relative effects of nursing variables, we did not match them but controlled for them statistically. Magnet hospitals had slightly higher nurse to patient ratios, and significantly higher nursing skill mix than the matched comparison hospitals. When these nurse staffing variables were included in the analysis, however, the magnet hospital mortality effect was not decreased suggesting that the difference in mortality was not due to differences in nurse staffing.

CLINICAL ENVIRONMENTS: ATTRIBUTES OF HOSPITALS

We then turned to developing empirical measures of key organisational attributes and testing the extent to which these attributes explained lower mortality in magnet hospitals. Information on organisational attributes of hospitals can be gleaned from secondary sources, but such information does not reflect how those attributes are perceived by and affect the behavior of clinicians. We have taken the approach of deriving many of the organisational attributes of greatest theoretical and practical interest by aggregating data at an individual level—that is, nurses’ responses to questionnaire items—to create hospital specific measures of organisational attributes. We have found a modified version of the nursing work index, a 65 item self administered nurse questionnaire originally designed by Kramer and Hafner to measure job satisfaction among hospital nurses, to be a very useful tool to measure organisational attributes relevant to clinical nursing practice. The nursing work index was derived largely from a study of the common organisational attributes of magnet hospitals. Each nurse surveyed indicates, for each item, their agreement with the statement “This is present in my current job situation.” Response options are “strongly agree”, “somewhat agree”, “somewhat disagree”, and “strongly disagree”. These responses are scored 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, as there has been no evidence that respondents were treating these options as anything other than equal interval markers along various underlying continua.

In the typical construction of scales to measure attitudes, the individual is the unit of analysis and the phenomenon under investigation is a trait. A group of questions is administered to each person, and responses to the full set of questions are summed or averaged for each person. The presumption is that summary scales are freer of response biases than the individual items that comprise them, and scales are deemed reliable when the variability of responses across questions is small relative to the variability in aggregated responses across people.

We depart from this conventional use of survey data somewhat, and treat the hospital as the unit of analysis instead of the individual nurse. The trait is the organisational feature indexed by a particular item, or set of items, in the modified nursing work index, which we have renamed the clinical environment index. Even when multiple indicators of an organisational characteristic are used, the primary role of repeated measures falls not to the items themselves, but to the people who respond to them—in the case of our study, the constituent nurses. The average response to a question or a group of questions within a hospital or hospital unit is analogous to the scale score for a person in the traditional survey measurement of attitudes. An organisational trait is measured reliably when the variability in evaluations between nurses within a hospital or hospital unit is small relative to the variability in the mean evaluation across hospitals or units.

We first used the clinical environment index to develop three subscales measuring nurse autonomy, nurse control over the practice setting, and relations between nurses and physicians. Kramer and Hafner provided data from 16 magnet hospitals she had studied in 1986. We had used the clinical environment index in our national study of dedicated AIDS units, and thus could construct measures of autonomy, control, and relations with physicians for two magnet hospitals participating in the AIDS study and for eight other non-magnet hospitals.
non-dedicated AIDS unit comparison hospitals. The magnet hospitals studied by Kramer and Hafner scored significantly higher on our measures of autonomy, control, and good relations between nurses and physicians than did the eight non-magnet hospitals for which we had comparable data. This is more likely to be a real difference between magnet and non-magnet hospitals than it is to be an artifact of different studies carried out by different researchers. The two magnet hospitals in our study have scale scores across the three dimensions of autonomy, control, and relations with physicians that are very similar to the scale scores derived from data collected by Kramer and Hafner several years earlier at the 16 magnet hospitals. Moreover, one magnet hospital was in both studies and the scale scores collected by two different investigators at two different times are almost identical. We argue that as we have controlled through matching on non-nursing explanations for differences in mortality between magnet and conventionally organised hospitals, and have statistically controlled for nurse staffing differences, the lower mortality is explained by organisational attributes common to magnet hospitals that devolve greater autonomy and control over the practice setting to nurses, and result in better relations between nurses and physicians.

**Unit level measures in hospitals**

We have also applied the same methods for measuring organisational attributes at the unit level in our national study of the outcomes of dedicated AIDS units. In that study, we hypothesised that AIDS patient outcomes would be better in dedicated AIDS units than in general medical units in the same hospital or in general medical units in hospitals without dedicated AIDS units. Furthermore, we hypothesised that the better outcomes in dedicated AIDS units could be explained by the organisational attributes of dedicated AIDS units that resulted in more nurse autonomy, greater control over the practice setting, and better relations with physicians. Our dedicated AIDS unit study was a comparative, multisite observational study, in which matching was used at the primary sampling level—that is, hospitals—to introduce the control elements of quasieperimental design. Formally, the design is congruent with the several site internal replication design discussed by Kish with both matched control sites and internal controls. We obtained a regionally stratified representative sample (described later) of urban hospitals with dedicated units for treatment of AIDS patients. Hospitals with dedicated AIDS units often have more patients than can be accommodated solely within such units; these additional patients are cared for in scattered bed units. One element of our design, therefore, concerned the comparison of patients from dedicated and multipurpose units within these hospitals. This design within a hospital has three strong features. Firstly, comparisons within a hospital effectively control for variation in patient response induced by organisational properties of specific hospitals or city specific features of the epidemic. Secondly, multiple hospital sites provide a form of internal replication, so that the relative constancy of the effects of dedicated units may be estimated under several alternative conditions.

However, comparisons within a hospital alone are likely to be severely compromised by contamination across individual units. In particular, the characteristics of patients on each type of unit may reasonably be expected to vary due to the presence of an alternative unit within the same hospital. For this reason, we obtained an additional matched set of hospitals with scattered bed units only. Our matching procedure was designed to eliminate confounding hospital specific organisational factors that might determine both which hospitals have dedicated units and the outcomes of patients—for example, reimbursement policies, AIDS census. We cannot categorically rule out the possibility that dedicated units are somehow “selected to” certain hospitals on the basis of uncontrolled (unmatched) hospital characteristics. However, our matching criteria eliminated many possible confounders deduced on theoretical grounds; the presence of scattered units within hospitals with dedicated units gave us leverage on the issue of how much variation between units is actually variation between hospitals; and the analytical procedures we used on the outcomes of interest to us allowed us to statistically control for additional organisational factors, including case mix, that were essential as controls. Moreover, because we selected two multipurpose units within each scattered bed hospital, we have an independent measure of variance between units within hospitals, against which variance between units within mixed hospitals can be judged. Finally, and as we noted already, a few of the hospitals in our national AIDS study were magnet hospitals, providing us with an opportunity to compare organisational attributes, and nurse and patient outcomes, across conventional general medical units in non-magnet hospitals, specialised AIDS units in non-magnet hospitals, and general medical units in magnet hospitals. (None of the magnet hospitals in our study had specialised AIDS units.)

**Findings**

The table provides a few simple summary statistics that convey a general sense of our findings. Because we have not found many differences between the general medical units in the hospitals that have specialised AIDS units and in the general medical units in the non-magnet hospitals that do not have specialised AIDS units, in the table we have combined those units. The three columns of the table, therefore, allow us to contrast conventional general medical units in non-magnet hospitals, specialised AIDS units in non-magnet hospitals, and general medical units in magnet hospitals.

The top panel of the table shows, as we have reported in detail elsewhere, that the specialised AIDS units and the general medical units in magnet hospitals are different, organisation-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inpatient setting</th>
<th>Conventional general medical unit, non-magnet hospital</th>
<th>Specialised AIDS unit, non-magnet hospital</th>
<th>General medical unit, magnet hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item: enough staff to get the work done</td>
<td>1.94 (0.92)</td>
<td>2.47 (0.94)</td>
<td>3.14 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item: a nurse supervisor who backs up the nursing staff in decision making</td>
<td>2.98 (1.03)</td>
<td>3.19 (0.87)</td>
<td>3.54 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse autonomy subscale</td>
<td>14.16 (3.20)</td>
<td>15.09 (2.88)</td>
<td>16.96 (2.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse control subscale</td>
<td>17.42 (4.20)</td>
<td>20.43 (3.98)</td>
<td>22.65 (3.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse-physician relations subscale</td>
<td>5.83 (1.49)</td>
<td>6.15 (1.40)</td>
<td>6.45 (1.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global clinical environment scale</td>
<td>144.21 (25.76)</td>
<td>149.42 (25.33)</td>
<td>173.78 (18.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse outcomes: Burnout scale</td>
<td>26.73 (11.25)</td>
<td>21.48 (10.95)</td>
<td>21.90 (9.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient outcomes: Item: on a scale from 0 to 10...how would you rate your nursing care on this unit?</td>
<td>7.42 (2.25)</td>
<td>8.29 (1.67)</td>
<td>8.53 (1.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with nursing care scale</td>
<td>60.06 (8.09)</td>
<td>64.41 (8.18)</td>
<td>67.85 (9.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent with a primary nurse</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>35.55</td>
<td>39.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent having discussed end of life treatment</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>30.29</td>
<td>35.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In all but the last two rows of the table, the numbers given are means (SDs). Higher values of the means indicate the greater presence of the organisational attribute, the higher the level of nurse burnout, or the greater the patient satisfaction with nursing care. All differences between general medical units in magnet and non-magnet hospitals are significant, as are all differences between specialised AIDS units and general medical units in non-magnet hospitals except for the global clinical environment scale scores.

Nurses on the specialised AIDS units in magnet hospitals, and were more likely to have been cared for by a primary nurse, and to have discussed end of life treatment, which are indicative of higher quality of care (table). Here too, although the differences given in the table are simple bivariate results, we have shown in the multivariate analyses that we have reported elsewhere, that they are not attributable in large measure to differences in the characteristics of nurses or patients on these different types of units.

Differences in nurse burnout and patient satisfaction are due, however, at least partly, to the differences across types of units in these organisational characteristics. That is, introducing a global measure of organisational support derived from our nurse autonomy, control over practice environment, and relations with physicians subscales into a multivariate model, predicts that nurse burnout diminishes differences between specialised units and conventional general medical units by roughly a third, and between magnet hospital units and the conventional units by more than two thirds. Similarly, introducing our nurse control subscale into a multivariate model that predicted patient satisfaction diminished by roughly a third of the differences between specialised and magnet hospital units and the conventional units with which they were compared.

Findings from our AIDS study data also confirm our earlier magnet hospital effect on inpatient mortality, and suggest that both higher staffing levels and organisational support are associated with lower inpatient mortalities. We have not, however, in this 20 hospital study, been able to disentangle these effects to assess the independent contributions and interaction effects of staffing levels and organisational support. We plan to consider this issue in the research that we are just beginning, with an international sample of hospitals and nurses, including hospitals in England and Scotland. We suspect that one of the reasons that studies of this kind have not been conducted relates to the feasibility issues involved in obtaining reasonably sensitive nursing and patient data for a sufficiently large number of organisations to permit empirical studies that link organisational attributes and patient outcomes. Data sources available for our international sample of hospitals present us...
with a target of opportunity to overcome these obstacles and conduct such a study.

Also, our continuing research moves from using mortalities as the prime quality of care outcome, to examining “failure to rescue rates”, a combination of complication rates and subsequent mortalities as an indicator of nurse surveillance and intervention which could be influenced by hospital organisation and staffing. Determining the optimal configuration for the organisation of nursing to promote positive patient outcomes remains an important area for study. The findings from such studies will provide a knowledge base for decision making in planning, revising, and evaluating care delivery systems in acute care hospitals. Implementation of initiatives to restructure and redesign the manner through which healthcare services are provided to patients is an area of vital concern. Thus the results of this timely work will provide a knowledge base for reconfiguring the delivery of nursing services to achieve desired patient outcomes.
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